
An age of  innocence? 
Looking back over an East End childhood 

Chapter I - One Big Family 

In post war East End of  London could be found a rambling set of  Victorian tenement 

blocks with no inside lavatories many of  which were shared by several families, with only cold 

water, some of  it running down the damp walls, full of  different generations of  the same 

families. Located in Russia Lane, just off  Old Ford Road, Bethnal Green in London’s East 

End Quinns Square was just a couple of  miles and a world away from the wealth of  the City 

of  London.   Although it was declared a slum in the 1920’s as the 1940’s drew to a close it was 

still standing and was not knocked down until the 1960's. An official history of  the area 

states :"there had been deterioration in the east which c. 1930 included the lowest category, 

'degraded and semi-criminal’, around Quinn Square and Russia Lane" 

It was into this environment on December 16th 1948  that I was born, the second child 

of  Charles Whitehand and Doris Ellen Page. 

 Mine was a home-birth in the three room ground floor flat at 147 Quinns Square. The 

Whitehand's and Page's occupied several of  the flats around The Square as did other 

members of  the extended family. For instance; Grandad and Grannie Whitehand lived at the 

top of  ‘The Skinny Block’, next to our block which had no name (I wonder why?). The 

Grandparents Whitehand moved there by the way after being bombed out of  their house in 

Peel Grove nearby.  Nanny Page lived on the first floor of  the same Skinny Block which was 

where she brought up her five children of  whom my Mum was one. Nanny had her youngest 
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daughter, my Aunt Jean living with her. She was married to Uncle Tom Murphy from 

Enniscorthy, County Wexford, Ireland. They went on to have 10 children - all in a two bed 

room four room flat in ‘The Skinny Block’. Also in the Skinny Block in the flat below 

Grandparents Whitehand lived Aunt Elsie who was married to Uncle George Firman. Uncle 

George was ‘posh’ (not really) as he hailed from Hackney. They had a daughter, my older 

cousin Patricia  Across the yard on the ground floor in The Middle Block lived Uncle Arthur 

Page sometimes known as ‘Boysy.’ because he was the only boy in the family. In fact I always 

thought his real name Boysy and wondered who this Arthur person was who was sometimes 

referred to. He was married to Aunt Anne his German bride. There son Cousin Raymond 

lived there too. Uncle Bill Whitehand also lived here for a short time with his wife Rose who 

came from Old Ford Road nearby. But they moved out to Becontree Essex soon after this. 

!
So there we were a large extended family or clan in several different flats all within a few 

yards of  one another; the Whitehands, Pages, Firmans, and Murphys, growing up together, 

playing together, going to school together, celebrating Christmas together, celebrating the 

Coronation together (that's me laying across the bench in the front row of  the picture below), 

exploring the streets and nearby markets together, being a nuisance together, of  which more 

later. Great days.....! 

!
!
!
We were not the only extended family in Quinns Square, others that I can recall include 

the Newman's, the Joneses, the Hawkins' and the Edwards’. All had masses of  kids; now 
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called the 'lucky-baby-boomer' generation although we did not know at the time we were 

lucky. As you can imagine all this made our social and family life interwoven.    

Growing up in such an environment does not lend itself  to reflection and introspection 

as we just got on with life, roving the streets, meeting up to play on the ‘debris’ while putting 

up with the lows (no pocket money, little to eat sometimes, coughs and measles) as they came 

and enjoying the highs (Bonfire Night, Christmas, Summar Nights in the streets) when they 

also came. I guess we were all pretty much stoical and perhaps somewhat feral in that we took 

life as it came and responded in kind 

When I was born the Whitehand-Page clan numbered 14 in all and by the time younger 

brother Alan joined us and all our Murphy cousins were born we numbered 25 blood 

relations all living within a shout of  one another. At the time it seemed to be quite normal but 

now I realize it was quite a unique situation. 

A block by the way is really a stair case in the tenement. Perhaps at this point in the 

story I should describe Russia Lane and Quinn's Square. 

Russia Lane was a narrow street leading off  Old Ford Road, one of  the oldest streets in 

London. On one side were back to back Victorian terraced houses clustered in courtyards. At 

the Old Ford end was ‘The Debris’, shades of  Ronnie Laine and The Faces, where old 

buildings had been taken down or had been left derelict following the WWII Blitz. There was 

also a large concrete water tank for use in fighting war time fires. This came in handy for 

storing our bonfire night wood, of  which more later. 

On the other side of  Russia Lane was Quinns Square (named after its builder the 

nursery man Thomas Quinn)  or ‘The Square’ as we called it. A massive dull grey brick five 

storey block built in 1882 with 10 stair cases leading to four flats on each floor. That’s 240 

families or thereabouts all living in about an acre of  ground. Talk about overcrowded! 
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On the ground floor fronting Russia Lane were three shops; a green grocers Lamey's,  a 

dry goods and provisions store xxxxxx? a Rent Office for the Landlord, Mr. Smart, and an 

Off-Licence, ‘The Cabin’. Between the The Cabin and the shops was a large entrance to the 

inner yard, which we called the Gate, as there used to be gates there before WWII. This led to 

the inner courtyard and the entrances to the stair cases of  the eight blocks. In the middle of  

this court yard was the oblong shaped ‘Middle Block’ that had an entrance stair case at one 

end and another in the middle. If  you lived in the Middle Block you were surrounded on all 

sides by the access area to the other blocks which made your whole life open for all to see. In 

plan form Quinns Square looks rather like a large ‘E’  with space around the middle line. The 

backs of  the shops  with their barred windows were in the inner courtyard too. Around the 

perimeter on the outside of  the entire block was another yard used for hanging washing. It 

also served as a place to hang our tin baths. Access such as it was, was via the kitchen 

windows. 

!
Further along Russia Lane were early Victorian terraced houses with steps leading up to  

the front doors. They were the same pattern that still can been across London, particularly in 

nearby Hackney where they have become bijou residences for new middle classes. But when I 

grew up they were being rented to the new influx of  West Indian immigrants.  

Quinns Square never had a chance of  becoming bijou it was beyond redemption and 

had to be flattened to make way for better housing. 

	  

Next chapters planned. 

We go a-roving 

!
Flicks 

!
If  it wasn't for the 'ouses in between 

!
!
!
!
!
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